
COMBINED FEEDFORWARD FEEDBACK CONTROL 
OF A CHEMICAL REACTOR 

ABSTRACT: Control of product composition and stirred reactor 
temperature is difficult when composition is determined by a stream 
analyzer. The analyzer introduces a delay into the feedback path 
and the controller must be detuned considerably if stable operation 
is to be achieved. Combination of feedforward control with the con
ventional feedback action allows much tighter control since t he 
sampling/analysis delay can be made less critical. 

These notes describe the design of acombinationfeedforward feed
back control system for a continuous flow stirred-tank reactor. 
The reactor, sampling system, and various conventiona l two-mode 
controllers were simulated using a PACE® TR-48 Analog Computer. 
The more sophisticated control action was implemented with Multi
purpose PC-12 computing components tied directly to the simulated 
reactor system. 

INTRODUCTION performance, and it i s this improved system which 
is to be described. 

The problem discussed here is suggested by the 
paper of Min and Williams (1). Those authors 
showed the dramatic loss of control associated 
with stream analyzer delays by study of a well
understood reactor system, the simulationofwhich 
had been previously compared to experimental 
data. Although the reactor is small, the perc entage 
changes in pertinent quantities are thought to be 
indicative of performance for larger systems. 

The reactor system is fed by two pure streams of 
reactants X and Y which form the product Z ac
cording to the equation 

X + Y-2Z (1) 

The reaction is exothermic, so temperature control 
is effected by varying the flow of cooling water to 
both a surrounding jacket and an immersed coil. 
Reactor holdup is maintained constant by level 
control. 

Min and Williams (1) studied a composition control 
loop which manipulated the flow of the X-reactant. 
In the present work, where more severe disturb
ances are postulated and tested, it is suggested 
that residence-time control accomplished by 
varying the reactor holdup leads to the best system 
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REACTOR SYSTEM 

The system of equations presented by Min and 
Williams (1) have been s implified in some respects 
for purposes of the pre sent demonst ration. On the 
other hand, a varying hold-up volume m ust be con
sidered here, so the equations are som ewhat more 
nonlinea r. 

Material Balances 

(2) 

P d [V Z ] = 2 M Z P 2 
o dt 0 0 MX 0 

V kX Y - F Z (3) 
o 0 0 0 0 

X+Y + Z = l 
0 00 

Reactor Heat Balance 

d 
P 0 Co dt [V 0 T 0] = F 1 CIT 1 + F 2 C 2 T 2 - F 0 CoT 0 

2 * * + QP V kX Y + H + A h (T - T ) 
0000 a 3 0 

(4) 

( 5) 
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The coil and jacket of the original system (1) have 
been lumped together as an effective heat transfer 
area A *. The term h* represents the overall water
side plus process-side heat transfer coefficient. 

Coolant Heat Balance 

* * dT3 * * 
m C ili = A h (To - T3) + F3C3(T3i - T3) (6) 

Here m*C* represents the water-plus-metal over
all heat capacity. The flow F3 is the sum of two 
rates, coil plus jacket, for cooling water. The heat 
sink term previously proposed (1) has been neg
lected. 

Control Equations 

IlV =(K + K4) 
o 3 S 

IlF 
o 

e(Z ) 
o 

e(V) 
o 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

A cascade control is implied here, with the com
position controller resetting level; feed flows are 
maintained in a fixed ratio. The combination feed
forward feedback equations will be presented later. 
The dynamics of sensors and valves are neglected 
in any case, 

REACTOR PERFORMANCE 

It is postulated that a major source of disturbance 
to the reactor is rapid variation (step changes) in 
the feed flow Fl. Hence, if level and temperature 
are held constant (1), the result is a step change 
in residence time and a resulting (say) increase in 
Zoo Then, with composition control manipulating 
F2, this loop calls for an F2 increase to offset the 
Zo error. Two factors are to be noted: 

(1) System response is bound to be slow since 
the changing F2 must act through the reac
tor time constant (residence time); and, 
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(2) Severe loads on the system may make it 
impossible for the feedback loop to achieve 
the concentrations necessary for the speci
fied conversion. (Xo Yo has a maximum 
value whenXo = Yo; unequal concentrations, 
sought by the controller action, would give 
low reaction rates). 

These considerations suggest the proposed alter
nate of controlling the reactor residence time or 
level and maintaining a fixed ratio between the feed 
flows F1 and F2. In this system, the Xo Yo product 
never gets out of hand and the required changes in 
level can be made quickly. 

COMPARISON OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Even though residence-time control is fast moving 
and more effective than flow/composition control, 
the behavior of the reactor system remains limited 
by the delay associated with the stream analyzer. 
A step change in feed flow is still felt initially as a 
step change in residence time, and it is only after 
a few sampling periods that the analyzer senses 
the load Change, residence time is brought to a 
nearly correct value, and the composition Zo is 
brought back to set point. The initial excursion in 
Zo is nearly as large as would be experienced 
without any composition control. 

This behavior is illustrated in Figure 1. A step 
change in F1 = F2 from 400 to 300 grams/minute 
was imposed on the system initially at steady state 
(Le., Zo =39%, To =75°C, Vo =1000 cc.). Without 
control of composition or volume, Zo would change 
to 43%. As illustrated, the controlled system brings 
Zo back to set point after an excursion to 42%, 
during which time the volume makes most of the 
change to its final steady state value of 780 cc. 
The sampled-data character of Zo shows up clearly 
in the volume trace; level is tightly controlled and 
reset by the composition controller. 

It is then clear that system behavior would be im
proved by sensing the need for a change in residence 
time before the analyzer puts out an error signal 
on a delayed basis. The required change in V 0 is 
easily deduced from the steady-state material 
balance for Zo, namely 

2MZp
2 V kX. Y) o 0 0 0 

(11) 
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Figure 1. Reactor Behavior with Conventional 
Control 
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Since steady state is implied, F 0 = F1 + F2. Thus, 
the volume required to accommodate a change in 
F1 + F2 so that Zo remains constant is 

( 12) 

Resetting of the level controller according to this 
equation would minimize variations in Zoo 

ROLE OF THE ANALOG CONTROL COM.PUTER 

Equation (12) represents the statement of a design 
procedure for combination feedforward feedback 
control systems. The right-hand-side of the equa
tion, it is to be noted, contains two distinctly differ
ent types of forcing functions: 

(1) A high-frequency term (F1 + F2) which can 
change rapidly and which should be dealt 
with by feedforward action; and, 

(2) A low-frequency term (XoYo) , a slowly 
changing variable which can be successfully 
associated with feedback control action. 

To explain the nature of the design method being 
pursued, it is to be noted that any feedback con
troller (e.g., the reactor temperature controller 
in the present system) may be described as a de
vice which computes the magnitude of some variable 
to offset the measured variation in some other var
iable. This computation is done bytrial-and-error, 
using some part of the process for trial experiments 
until balance is achieved. Thus, the reactor tem
perature controller of the present system computes 
various values of cooling water flow until the vari
ation in reactor temperature is made zero. 

In these terms, one can think of a feedback con
troller acting on the error in Zo and computing a 
value for Xo Yo in Equation (12) such that Zo is 
made equal to Zoss. Looking to the remainder of 
Equation (12), F1 or (F1 + F2) are easily sensed 
and brought to the control computer; furthermore, 
in the case that temperature control is difficult, 

reactor temperature could be sensed and used to 
compute the reaction rate constant k as required 
in establishing the desired value of the volume Vo. 

The computer circuit so defined (Figure 2) repre
sents an adaptive controller for reactor volume. 
The feedback control based on Zo provides a "latest 



estimate" of (Xo Yo) so that estimates of Vo may 
be made instantly as (Fl + F2) make abrupt 
changes. In another light, the (Fl + F2) term pro
vides variable gain to the feedback signal so that at 
high flow rates and correspondingly high volume, 
when an error in Zo means a big accumulation in 
terms of (V 0 Zo), the feedback signal is applied at 
higher gain. 

The reactor system under study here allows some 
simplification of the generalized controller given 
in Figure 2. Firstly, it was evident e'::~n before 
going to the TR-48 computer that temperature con
trol would present no problem: the scaled form of 
Equations (5) and (6) points up the overdesign of 

the cooling system. As a result, the temperature 
control loop for the system could be tuned up tight 
with assurance that good performance would result. 
The benefit is further realized in implementing 
Equation (12) as a control law since the rate con
stant k may be assumed constant if reactor tem
perature is held within narrow limits. 

A second simplification is allowable because of the 
ratio control chosen for the feed flow F2. With 
F2/Fl = Ko, and considering just what residence 
time control will do, it is logical to assume that 
(XoYo) will vary only slightly, and so a linearized 
form of Equation (12) is acceptable. 

FLOW THERMOCOUPLE STREAM 
TRANSMITTER ANALYZER 

FI b.TO Zo 

INPUT DIFFERENTIAL INPUT 
CIRCUIT CIRCUIT 

(AS REQUIRED1* 
AMPLIFIER 

(AS REQUIRED1* 

REF 

-FI -b.TO Zoss¢ Zo 

E PC-12 
(I+Ko 1 

2 
TWO-MODE 

2.3RT R CONTROLLER 

FI +F2 
~ 
~ 

LOG < 
+XoYo DFG 

REF 

LOG 
DFG 

B~VO 
~ LEVEL 

V CONTROLLER 

LOG 
Fo DFG 

* NOTE: ANY COMMON PROCESS SIGNAL IS DIRECTLY 
ACCEPTABLE BY PC-12 COMPONENTS. 

Figure 2. General Circuit for Solution of Equation (12) 
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[
MX(F 1 + F 2)Z ~ v = oss 

o 2MZ p 2 k(X Y ) 
o 0 0 ss 

( 13) 

where (Xoyo) is the variation around (Xo Yo) ss. Here 
the automatic gain controlfeature mentionedprevi
ously is clear. If (XoYo) is the output from an ordi
nary controller, the factor is multiplied by (F1 + F2) 
in the calculation of Vo. The system performance 
with this type of control is illustrated in Figure 3. 

The much sharper response of reactor volume is 
evident, as is the resulting smaller excursion in 
ZOo For the curves shown, it was assumed that the 
maximum allowable value for Fo was about 2400 
grams/minute, and, with the severe 25% step change 
in flows illustrated, this limit applies to the initial 
volume behavior. The large change in heat load on 
the system drives the cooling water flow rate to 
zero in the example, so the temperature behavior is 
somewhat less impressive than one would expect in 
the continuous, unlimited situation. Less severe 
(and more practical) steps in input flow would allow 
behavior within these limits, and Zo would exhibit 
excellent behavior. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Combination feedforward feedback control systems 
offer significant improvements in the performance 
of systems displaying large lag times, either be
cause of large system time constants or by virtue 
of analyzer dead times. The controller equation 
is easily derived from the system equations, and 
recognition of high-frequency and low-frequency 
terms pOints logically to the proper division be
tween feedforward and feedback computations. 

While the suggested design technique may not be 
universally applicable, any failure of a design is 
apparent from a simulation of the process and the 
suggested control action. On-line analog computers 
can be used to implement any of the derived control 
functions, and they offer special advantages when 
these functions are nonlinear. 
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NOMENCLATURE V - volUIne 

A - heat transfer area 
X - weight fraction of material X 

C - specific heat 

F - mass flow rate 
y - weight fraction of material Y 

h - heat transfer coefficient 
Z - weight fraction of material Z 

H - agitation energy input rate 
p - density 

a 

K - constants 
E - error function 

k - reaction rate constant SUBSCRIPTS 

M - molecular weight 0 - output or reactor 

Q heat of reaction i - input 

T - temperature 1 - in Y feed 

t - time 2 - in X feed 
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APPENDIX 

(1) Combined Operation of the TR-48 Analog Com
puter and Multi-Purpose PC-12 Components. 

EAT's PC-12 systems are completely flexible 
with regard to input and output. Thermocouple 
or strain gage signals, for example, may be 
brought directly to the PC-12 terminal strip 
for introduction into acontrollawcomputation. 
Similarly, common outputs such as 4-20 rna. 
or 10-50 rna. are easily generated. 

To preserve some of the plant atmosphere in 
using a PC-12 system to control the plant sim
ulated on the PACE TR-48 computer, these 
two devices were not slaved together in the 
usual fashion of analog computing. Indeed, 
there was no control common to the two ma
chine s. Signals going from one device to another 
were treated in a differential manner so that 
common grounding was unnecessary. 

(2) Simulation of Sampling/Analysis Delay with a 
PACE TR-48 General Purpose Analog Com
puter. 

One of the many distinctive features of the 
TR-48 computer is the completely flexible sys-
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tern of integrator mode control. Point storage 
and multi-speed computations are thus easily 
implemented. 

The sampling and analysis system studied here 
was assumed to have a pure time delay char
acteristic; a sample drawn at time t was then 
analyzed and a result delivered at time t + T s. 
Simultaneous with the completion of an analy
sis, the next sample was taken. 

Simulation of these characteristics was ac
complished here by the use offour integrators, 
two summing amplifiers, and a comparator. 
One integrator and the two summers were set 
up in a circuit which produces a square wave, 
a triangular wave, and the sum of these two 
periodic signals; this last function, displaying 
a narrow peak, was used to drive thecompara
tor switching relay voltage on and off to the 
mode control (operate) relay of the remaining 
integrators. These sampled the continuous sig
nal Zo, stored the value for a period T s, and 
delivered a delayed reading just as the real 
analyzer would operate. 
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